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Swing Trading For Dummies
Discover how to raise, train, and enjoy your Siberian Husky with this fantastic
resource The Second Edition of Siberian Huskies For Dummies offers the most upto-date information about welcoming a Siberian Husky into your home and loving
your new family member. Author and Husky owner Diane Morgan walks you
through how to care for these beautiful, curious, and engaging dogs, as she:
Suggests ideal methods for adopting and selecting a Husky right for you Examines
ways to socialize your new Husky Shares details about Siberian Husky grooming
and veterinary care Provides additional information about behavior correction and
training Siberian Huskies For Dummies is packed full of practical tips about how to
raise and have fun with your young or old Siberian Husky. The author shares her
advice in plain English for people looking for accessible and approachable
information. Perfect for new and experienced husky owners, Siberian Huskies For
Dummies also belongs on the bookshelves of anyone who’s ever considered
adopting one of these magnificent animals.

The Challenger Sale
Explains how Billy Beene, the general manager of the Oakland Athletics, is using a
new kind of thinking to build a successful and winning baseball team without
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spending enormous sums of money.

Screenwriting For Dummies
In some cooking circles, cast iron gets a bad rep – people think it's old-fashioned,
heavy, and hard to take care of. And really, how often do folks nowadays need to
hitch up a mule and wagon and leave civilization and Teflon-coated sauté pans
behind? True, cast iron is old; it's been around since the Middle Ages. And it is
heavy. No one can dispute that even a small, cast-iron pot has a heft to it that no
other cookware has. Nevertheless, cast-iron cookware has a place in today's
kitchens, and that doesn’t mean simply hanging on the wall for decoration. Cast
iron has much to offer modern-day cooks; it's easy to use, easy to care for,
economical, versatile, and durable, and let's face it, it has a nostalgic appeal that
no other cookware has. But more compelling than all those reasons is that it's a
great cookware that makes great food. In fact, most cast-iron cooks will tell you
that food cooked in cast iron tastes better than food cooked in anything else! CastIron Cooking For Dummies is for those cooks who may want to inject a little
adventure and variety into their cooking. If you've never even thought of using
cast-iron cookware, or you have a few cast-iron pots lying around, you'll discover
all you need to know about making great food using cast iron. Here just a sampling
of what you'll find in Cast-Iron Cooking For Dummies: Selecting the right cast-iron
cookware for you Seasoning a new cast-iron pan Caring for your cast-iron cookware
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Discovering techniques to enhance your cast-iron cooking Enjoying cast-iron
cooking in the Great Outdoors Tons of delicious recipes, from main and side dishes
to desserts and international dishes Top Ten lists on ways to make your cast-iron
cookware last longer, the best dishes suited for cast iron, and tips for achieving
success in cast-iron cooking So, whether you're a cooking novice or an experienced
chef, you can find plenty of enjoyment from cooking with cast iron – and Cast-Iron
Cooking For Dummies can show you the way.

Moneyball (Movie Tie-in Edition) (Movie Tie-in Editions)
Demystifies aquarium setup and maintenance Combine and care for a wide variety
of marine fish and invertebrates Dive into the colorful world of saltwater fish! This
fun, friendly guide gives you easy step-by-step instructions for choosing and caring
for these amazing animals. You get the latest on feeding, tank upkeep, filtering
systems, maintaining live rock, and preventing algae build-up, as well as what not
to include in your aquarium. Discover how to Choose the best fish and equipment
Get your tank up and running Maintain proper water conditions Keep your fish
happy and healthy Avoid tank pitfalls Keep a brackish aquarium

Poetry For Dummies
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With a General Education Development (GED) diploma, a Canadian's chance for
employment and higher education opportunities increases dramatically. The
Canadian GED For Dummies offers Canadians taking the test the edge they need
to succeed. Unlike other guides, which overwhelm readers with information, this
friendly guide provides readers with what they need to know. The book offers two
full practice tests and detailed walk-throughs and explanations for every solution.
In addition to the essential GED basics, readers will benefit from general
information regarding test preparation--from registering and studying effectively to
managing time during the exam.

Hudl For Dummies
Geography is more than just trivia, it can help you understand why we import or
export certain products, predict climate change, and even show you where to place
fire and police stations when planning a city. If you’re curious about the world and
want to know more about this fascinating place, Geography For Dummies is a great
place to start. Whether you’re sixteen or sixty, this fun and easy guide will help
you make more sense of the world you live in. Geography For Dummies gives you
the tools to interpret the Earth’s grid, read and interpret maps, and to appreciate
the importance and implications of geographical features such as volcanoes and
fault lines. Plus, you’ll see how erosion and weathering have and will change the
earth’s surface and how it impacts people. You’ll get a firm hold of everything from
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the physical features of the world to political divisions, population, culture, and
economics. You’ll also discover: How you can have a rainforest on one side of a
mountain range and a desert on the other How ocean currents help to determine
the geography of climates How to choose a good location for a shopping mall How
you can properly put the plant to good use in everything you do How climate
affects humans and how humans have affected the climate How human population
has spread and the impact it has had on our world If you’re mixed up by map
symbols or mystified by Mercator projections Geography For Dummies can help
you find your bearings. Filled with key insights, easy-to-read maps, and cool facts,
this book will expand your understanding of geography and today’s world.

Woodworking For Dummies
Sometimes it seems like there are as many definitions of poetry as there are
poems. Coleridge defined poetry as “the best words in the best order.” St.
Augustine called it “the Devil’s wine.” For Shelley, poetry was “the record of the
best and happiest moments of the happiest and best minds.” But no matter how
you define it, poetry has exercised a hold upon the hearts and minds of people for
more than five millennia. That’s because for the attentive reader, poetry has the
power to send chills shooting down the spine and lightning bolts flashing in the
brain — to throw open the doors of perception and hone our sensibilities to a
scalpel’s edge. Poetry For Dummies is a great guide to reading and writing poems,
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not only for beginners, but for anyone interested in verse. From Homer to Basho,
Chaucer to Rumi, Shelley to Ginsberg, it introduces you to poetry’s greatest
practitioners. It arms you with the tools you need to understand and appreciate
poetry in all its forms, and to explore your own talent as a poet. Discover how to:
Understand poetic language and forms Interpret poems Get a handle on poetry
through the ages Find poetry readings near you Write your own poems Shop your
work around to publishers Don’t know the difference between an iamb and a
trochee? Worry not, this friendly guide demystifies the jargon, and it covers a lot
more ground besides, including: Understanding subject, tone, narrative; and poetic
language Mastering the three steps to interpretation Facing the challenges of older
poetry Exploring 5,000 years of verse, from Mesopotamia to the global village
Writing open-form poetry Working with traditional forms of verse Writing exercises
for aspiring poets Getting published From Sappho to Clark Coolidge, and just about
everyone in between, Poetry For Dummies puts you in touch with the greats of
modern and ancient poetry. Need guidance on composing a ghazal, a tanka, a
sestina, or a psalm? This is the book for you.

Alexa For Dummies
Easy-to-follow, up-to-date advice on the new iPad and iPad Mini The over-50 crowd
is keeping up with technology like never before and they're eager to learn what the
new iPad has to offer them. If you fall into that category, then this book is for you!
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Featuring an accessible, full-color interior, this new edition gets you up and running
on the latest software release and features of the iPad and iPad Mini, in addition to
iOS 6. It also includes general information you won't want to miss no matter which
iPad you have, such as how to set up and register your iPad, sync it with other
devices, download apps from the App Store, play games or watch films, and much
more. Gets you up to speed on the latest and greatest features you can enjoy with
your new iPad, such as Facebook integration, updated Siri, shared photo streams,
and more Walks you through the steps so you can start using your iPad for things
you do every day, such as surfing the web, ordering groceries, organizing photos,
and staying in touch with family and friends via email Reviews what you need to
know to connect to the Internet, sync with other devices, play games or watch
films, and more Packed with clear, easy-to-follow instructions and advice
reinforced with lots of helpful illustrations, this approachable guide shows you how
to make the iPad part of your everyday life.

The Canadian GED For Dummies
Increase profit and limit risk with swing trading basics Swing trading is all about
riding the momentum of brief price changes in trending stocks. Although it can be
risky, swing trading is popular for a reason, and Swing Trading For Dummies, 2nd
Edition, will show you how to manage the risk and navigate the latest markets to
succeed at this lucrative trading strategy. In this updated edition, you’ll find expert
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guidance on new accounting rules, the 2018 tax law, trading in international
markets, algorithmic trading, and more. Plus, learn about the role social media now
plays in moving asset prices, and how you can tap into online trends to ride price
swings. Understand money management, journal keeping, and strategy planning
Focus on fundamental analysis to increase your chance of success Evaluate
companies to screen for under- or overvalued stocks Develop and implement your
trading plan and calculate performance Starting from the basic differences
between swing trading and other trading styles and progressing through plainEnglish explanations of more advanced topics like charts and reporting standards,
Swing Trading For Dummies will help you maintain and grow your assets with
swing trading in any market!

WordPress All-in-One For Dummies
What's the secret to sales success? If you're like most business leaders, you'd say
it's fundamentally about relationships-and you'd be wrong. The best salespeople
don't just build relationships with customers. They challenge them. The need to
understand what top-performing reps are doing that their average performing
colleagues are not drove Matthew Dixon, Brent Adamson, and their colleagues at
Corporate Executive Board to investigate the skills, behaviors, knowledge, and
attitudes that matter most for high performance. And what they discovered may be
the biggest shock to conventional sales wisdom in decades. Based on an
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exhaustive study of thousands of sales reps across multiple industries and
geographies, The Challenger Sale argues that classic relationship building is a
losing approach, especially when it comes to selling complex, large-scale businessto-business solutions. The authors' study found that every sales rep in the world
falls into one of five distinct profiles, and while all of these types of reps can deliver
average sales performance, only one-the Challenger- delivers consistently high
performance. Instead of bludgeoning customers with endless facts and features
about their company and products, Challengers approach customers with unique
insights about how they can save or make money. They tailor their sales message
to the customer's specific needs and objectives. Rather than acquiescing to the
customer's every demand or objection, they are assertive, pushing back when
necessary and taking control of the sale. The things that make Challengers unique
are replicable and teachable to the average sales rep. Once you understand how to
identify the Challengers in your organization, you can model their approach and
embed it throughout your sales force. The authors explain how almost any averageperforming rep, once equipped with the right tools, can successfully reframe
customers' expectations and deliver a distinctive purchase experience that drives
higher levels of customer loyalty and, ultimately, greater growth.

Building Beehives For Dummies
The fast and easy way to start and maintain a hive Beekeeping For Dummies is a
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practical, step-by-step beginner's guide to beekeeping. It gives you plain-English
guidance on everything you need to know to start your own beehive, from buying
the right equipment, sourcing bees, and locating your hive to maintaining a
healthy colony and harvesting honey. Plus, you'll get the latest information on the
causes and effects of bee disease, colony collapse disorder, and the impact the
sudden disappearance of the honeybee has on our environment and economy.
Here, you'll get trusted information on beekeeping in the UK, specifically written to
address climate, buying equipment, locating hives, the local impact of colony
collapse disorder and ways to avoid or minimise the risk to your hive, seasonal
beekeeping tasks, local beekeeping associations, and updated content on urban
beekeeping. Understand the anatomy of your bees Learn techniques and tips for
harvesting, bottling, packaging, and selling honey Discover the benefits of
beekeeping Learn techniques on obtaining and hiving your bees If you're a
beginner beekeeper, taking a beekeeping course, or just have an interest in the
plight of the honeybee, Beekeeping For Dummies has you covered!

Word 2010 For Dummies
Friendly advice on leveraging the power of the new Nexus 7Google tablet! The
arrival of the new Nexus 7 Google tablet is eagerly awaited,thanks to its cuttingedge software, top-notch hardware,unprecedented abilities, and nine-hour battery
life. Thiseasy-to-understand, engaging guide covers everything you needto know
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about this amazing Android tablet. Bestselling Dummiesauthor Dan Gookin uses his
friendly writing style to deliver clearinstructions for setting up, navigating, and
using the device.You'll learn to use all your favorite Google applications that
comeloaded on the device, personalize it, and much more. Walks you through the
touchscreen, wireless access, andsoftware updates Demonstrates how to
download, shop for, and fill your Nexus 7with movies, e-books, games, and music
Helps you keep on top of your schedule and appointments andpursue your
interests and hobbies with the latest apps andwebsites Offers guidance on using
your device to navigate from here tothere and stay connected with friends and
family while you'reaway Nexus 7 For Dummies is an essential companion to
yourother new companion: the Nexus 7!

Beekeeping For Dummies
Building Beehives For Dummies (9781119544388) was previously published as
Building Beehives For Dummies (9781118312940). While this version features a
new Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the prior release and
should not be considered a new or updated product. The easy way to build your
own beehives and beekeeping equipment Building Beehives For Dummies is the
follow-up book to the bestselling Beekeeping For Dummies. It provides everything
you need to learn how to build some of the world's most popular hives and
beekeeping accessories. For each design the book includes a detailed materials list
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(what lumber, hardware and fasteners you'll need), step-by-step building
instructions, and illustrative drawings that show how the components all fit
together. There are over a dozen plans in all, including the traditional Langstroth
hive, the eight frame garden hive, designs for elevated hive stands, the Warre
hive, screened bottom board, the Kenya top-bar hive, four-frame observation hive,
hive top feeders, and more. The book contains introductory chapters that teach
you the basic carpentry skills necessary to build any of the plans in the book.
Whether you are a new beekeeper or a seasoned ol’timer, Building Beehives for
Dummies provides you with the information you need to plan and succeed at
building beehives (and other cool accessories). You'll discover what type of hive to
build, hints on how to maintain your equipment, what bees need to stay happy and
healthy, where to locate your hive, and much more. Covers "bee space," the
critical technical measurement within a beehive that's crucial for easy inspection of
your colonies Offers guidance on keeping both urban and suburban neighbors
happy, getting proper permissions, and understanding regional laws and
regulations Provides creative ideas for dressing up hives for fun and profit In
today’s world of self-sufficiency, back-to-basics and sustainability, building
beehives is a fun hobby that both you and your bees will appreciate and benefit
from.

Computing Fundamentals
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Dan Gookin gets you up to speed so you can get down to work with all the new
features of Word 2010! Bestselling and quintessential For Dummies author Dan
Gookin employs his usual fun and friendly candor while walking you through the
spectrum of new features of Word 2010. Completely in tune with the needs of the
beginning Word user, Gookin shows you how to use Word quickly and efficiently so
that you can spend more time working on your projects and less time trying to
figure out how to make Word perform the tasks you need it to do. This newest
edition of Word For Dummies explains how to navigate the user interface and take
advantages of file formats, and skips the unnecessary jargon. Unparalleled author
Dan Gookin applies his beloved For Dummies writing style to introduce you to all
the features and functions of Word 2010 Escorts you through the capabilities of
Word 2010 without weighing you down with unnecessary technical jargon
Deciphers the user interface and shows you how to take advantage of the file
formats The word on the street is that Word 2010 For Dummies is a must-read!

Thermodynamics For Dummies
Say goodbye to the old, inefficient way of working Have you ever wondered what it
would feel like to be less overwhelmed, more efficient, and more engaged at work?
Imagine being able to quickly and easily locate key documents and conversations.
Every day, more than twelve million employees need not wonder. By using a
remarkably useful, flexible, popular, affordable, and intuitive tool called Slack, they
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have fundamentally changed how they work. Slack For Dummies provides an
approachable road map to understanding how to use Slack to maximum effect.
This easy-to-use reference guide explores the Slack user interface and its key
features. It walks you through the process of setting up workspaces, channels, and
threads. It also offers insight on how to get your colleagues on board with this
modern way of communicating and collaborating. Navigate Slack’s user interface
and understand its key features Guide you through the process of creating
workspaces, channels, and threads Provide additional context to group and
individual messages Extend the power of Slack with third-party apps and
integrations Improve employee morale and productivity Slack For Dummies is a fullcolor, step-by-step resource that will change the way that you communicate and
collaborate with your colleagues—for the better and for good.

The Digital Reader
The rapidly increasing availability and low cost of e-book technology make it
perfect for schools and educators looking to expand their resources for readers.
This book introduces the unique features that have established e-books as a
powerful, effective learning tool for all grade levels and for students with special
needs. It includes descriptions and illustrations of the most popular e-book formats
and programs, as well as dozens of practical ideas for using e-books for reading
instruction, personal productivity, and curricular enrichment. Brimming with
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interactive lesson ideas, teaching tips, and online resources, this book is a musthave for teachers in all content areas as well as library media specialists.
Descriptions of the most popular and affordable e-book devices, software, and
content for educators Guidelines for accessing free digital library resources
available on the Web and for creating your own e-books using basic software tools
Strategies for using the annotation, reference, and hyper text capabilities of
electronic text to promote active reading Comprehensive index Also available:
Differentiating Instruction with Technology in K-5 Classrooms - ISBN 1564842339
Interactive Videoconferencing: K-12 Lessons That Work - ISBN 1564842517

iPad for the Older and Wiser
Upgrade your Echo expertise with this Dummies guide to all things Alexa Amazon's
hugely popular family of Echo devices has made Alexa a household name. She can
answer your questions, entertain you, and even help around the house. Alexa for
Dummies is the perfect guide for Alexa users who want to get up and running with
their Echo devices. From basic setup to making the most of Alexa’s powerful smart
home capabilities, this is your one-stop resource to all things Alexa. Whether you’ll
use Alexa to send text messages, play music, control your thermostat, look up
recipes, replenish your pantry, or just search the internet for information, you’ll
find detailed instructions in this fun and easy-to-understand guide. Set up and
personalize your Alexa device with an Amazon account and custom settings,
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including your preferred Alexa voice Use Alexa to play music throughout your
home, stream videos online, and meet all your entertainment needs Unlock the
power of advanced features like Alexa Skills and make your Alexa accessible Turn
your ordinary house into a modern smart home with advanced smart home
features and Echo accessories The virtual assistant you've dreamed of is now a
reality with your favorite Echo device. Let Alexa For Dummies make your wish
Alexa's command.

Siberian Huskies For Dummies
Leverage the power of the bestselling Amazon tablet— the Fire The Fire Tablet is
hot—as Amazon's premiere tablet, it has access to a large music and video store, a
growing app store, a massive library of e-books, and fast, easy one-click shopping.
If you're the proud new owner of the latest version of this popular tablet, this fun
and friendly guide fuels the fire by helping you make the most of its myriad
features and capabilities. There's a ton of documentation and online support
surrounding the Fire, but much of it is lacking—not to mention packed with jargon
that could make even a tech-guru's head spin. In Fire Tablets For Dummies, you'll
get easy-to-understand, thorough, and plain-English explanations of the features
and topics you'll encounter as you cruise around your cool new device. Shows you
how to set up your Fire, navigate with the touchscreen, and connect to Wi-Fi Offers
clear instruction on browsing the web, receiving and sending email, and posting on
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Facebook Covers new services Amazon has instituted in the latest Fire Tablet
model Provides up-to-date information on the latest and greatest apps available for
your Fire tablet Whether you want to play music, watch movies, read e-books, shop
online, or download apps from the Amazon Appstore—or anything in
between—you'll want to keep Fire Tablets For Dummies close at hand to unlock the
limitless potential of your tablet.

Cast Iron Cooking For Dummies
You've seen a few shows on TV, and working with wood looks like it could be quite
entertaining and rewarding. After all, you get to create something that you can
proudly display to your friends and family. But where and how do you begin to
move from expressed interest to hands-on experience? Woodworking For Dummies
shows you how your raw building materials stack up, with everything you wood
need to know about hardwood, softwood, plywood, veneer wood, plain-sawn wood,
rift-cut wood, quarter-sawn wood, solid wood, man-made wood, and more. This
down-to-earth guide gives you the goods on how boards are made from trees and
the characteristics of hardwood and softwood species, plus all the buzz on Gearing
up with the right tools Putting safety first in your workshop Using adhesives and
glue Working with wood joints Smoothing it out by sanding and filling Adding color
with stains and paints Protecting your work with topcoats Whether you want to put
together a simple plywood bookcase or an incredible solid oak dining table,
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Woodworking For Dummies can help you get organized as you craft your plans for
a piece that'll reflect your personal touch. You'll discover how to Measure and mark
your wood Distinguish among saw designs Choose and use sharpening tools Hone
in on hot melt glue Speed things up with modern frame joints Get down to the nittygritty on nails Apply water-based polyurethanes This handy reference packs in
essential information for the novice woodworker and some advanced tips and
tricks to jumpstart any woodworker's existing skills. Includes detailed illustrations
and how-to photos.

Saltwater Aquariums For Dummies
The book is an easy-to-follow guide with clear instructions on various mobile
forensic techniques. The chapters and the topics within are structured for a smooth
learning curve, which will swiftly empower you to master mobile forensics. If you
are a budding forensic analyst, consultant, engineer, or a forensic professional
wanting to expand your skillset, this is the book for you. The book will also be
beneficial to those with an interest in mobile forensics or wanting to find data lost
on mobile devices. It will be helpful to be familiar with forensics in general but no
prior experience is required to follow this book.

Nikon D780 For Dummies
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Become a cyber-hero - know the common wireless weaknesses "Reading a book
like this one is a worthy endeavor towardbecoming an experienced wireless
security professional." --Devin Akin - CTO, The Certified Wireless Network
Professional(CWNP) Program Wireless networks are so convenient - not only for
you, but alsofor those nefarious types who'd like to invade them. The only wayto
know if your system can be penetrated is to simulate an attack.This book shows
you how, along with how to strengthen any weakspots you find in your network's
armor. Discover how to: Perform ethical hacks without compromising a system
Combat denial of service and WEP attacks Understand how invaders think
Recognize the effects of different hacks Protect against war drivers and rogue
devices

Geography For Dummies
Qualify for the military job you want More than 1 million potential U.S. military
recruits take the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) every year.
Get the scores you need to stand out with 2019/2020 ASVAB For Dummies with
Online Practice. Inside this bestselling study guide, you'll encounter in-depth
reviews for making sense of the verbal, math, and general components, plus
expert tips and tricks to help you discover the areas where you need the most
help. If you want to put your military career on the fast track to success, ASVAB For
Dummies is your first stop. Your test results will tell the Department of Defense
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which jobs you’re most likely to excel in. To qualify for the top jobs, you’ll need
these proven study tips, cheat sheets, and practice exams, updated for the
2019/2020 test suite. Review all 9 subject areas covered on the test Access free
online instructional videos hosted by the author Study smarter with hundreds of
targeted flashcards Take ASVAB practice exams to sharpen your test-taking skills
Boost your test-taking strategies and know what to expect on exam day 2019/2020
ASVAB For Dummies will put you on the road to a successful military future.

My Kindle Fire HD
Create dynamic cloud-based websites with Amazon Web Services and this friendly
guide! As the largest cloud computing platform in the world, Amazon Web Services
(AWS) provides one of the most popular web services options available. This easyto-understand guide is the perfect introduction to the Amazon Web Services
platform and all it can do for you. You'll learn about the Amazon Web Services tool
set; how different web services (including S3, Amazon EC2, and Amazon Flexible
Payments) and Glacier work; and how you can implement AWS in your
organization. Explains how to use Amazon Web Services to store objects, take
payments, manage large quantities of data, send e-mails, deploy push
notifications, and more from your website Details how AWS can reduce costs,
improve efficiency, increase productivity, and cut down on expensive hardware
investments - and administrative headaches - in your organization Includes
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practical examples and helpful step-by-step lists to help you experiment with
different AWS features and create a robust website that meets your needs Amazon
Web Services For Dummies is exactly what you need to get your head in the cloud
with Amazon Web Services!

Computing Fundamentals
Organized into eight task-oriented minibooks, this comprehensive 816-page guide
shows beginning-to-intermediate users how to get up and running with today's top
five Linux distributions: Fedora Core, SUSE, Debian, Xandros, and Knoppix The
companion DVD features the full installable versions of Fedora Core 3 and Knoppix
and the ISO images (saving hours of downloading time) for the following
distributions: SUSE live, Debian full version, and Xandros Open Circulation version.
Features step-by-step installation instructions for each distribution The minibooks
offer humorous, easy-to-understand coverage of Linux basics, desktops,
networking, the Internet, administration, security, Internet servers, and
programming Lets readers explore the most popular distributions for desktop and
server use

Borderline Personality Disorder For Dummies
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Become well-versed with forensics for the Android, iOS, and Windows 10 mobile
platforms by learning essential techniques and exploring real-life scenarios Key
Features Apply advanced forensic techniques to recover deleted data from mobile
devices Retrieve and analyze data stored not only on mobile devices but also on
the cloud and other connected mediums Use the power of mobile forensics on
popular mobile platforms by exploring different tips, tricks, and techniques Book
Description Mobile phone forensics is the science of retrieving data from a mobile
phone under forensically sound conditions. This updated fourth edition of Practical
Mobile Forensics delves into the concepts of mobile forensics and its importance in
today's world. The book focuses on teaching you the latest forensic techniques to
investigate mobile devices across various mobile platforms. You will learn forensic
techniques for multiple OS versions, including iOS 11 to iOS 13, Android 8 to
Android 10, and Windows 10. The book then takes you through the latest open
source and commercial mobile forensic tools, enabling you to analyze and retrieve
data effectively. From inspecting the device and retrieving data from the cloud,
through to successfully documenting reports of your investigations, you'll explore
new techniques while building on your practical knowledge. Toward the end, you
will understand the reverse engineering of applications and ways to identify
malware. Finally, the book guides you through parsing popular third-party
applications, including Facebook and WhatsApp. By the end of this book, you will
be proficient in various mobile forensic techniques to analyze and extract data
from mobile devices with the help of open source solutions. What you will learn
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Discover new data extraction, data recovery, and reverse engineering techniques
in mobile forensics Understand iOS, Windows, and Android security mechanisms
Identify sensitive files on every mobile platform Extract data from iOS, Android,
and Windows platforms Understand malware analysis, reverse engineering, and
data analysis of mobile devices Explore various data recovery techniques on all
three mobile platforms Who this book is for This book is for forensic examiners with
basic experience in mobile forensics or open source solutions for mobile forensics.
Computer security professionals, researchers or anyone looking to gain a deeper
understanding of mobile internals will also find this book useful. Some
understanding of digital forensic practices will be helpful to grasp the concepts
covered in the book more effectively.

Nexus 7 For Dummies (Google Tablet)
Take some heat off the complexity of thermodynamics Does the mere thought of
thermodynamics make you sweat? Itdoesn't have to! This hands-on guide helps
you score your highestin a thermodynamics course by offering easily
understood,plain-English explanations of how energy is used in things
likeautomobiles, airplanes, air conditioners, and electric powerplants.
Thermodynamics 101 — take a look at some examples of bothnatural and manmade thermodynamic systems and get a handle on howenergy can be used to
perform work Turn up the heat — discover how to use the first andsecond laws of
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thermodynamics to determine (and improve upon) theefficiency of machines Oh,
behave — get the 411 on how gases behave and relate toone another in different
situations, from ideal-gas laws to realgases Burn with desire — find out everything
you need to knowabout conserving mass and energy in combustion processes
Open the book and find: The laws of thermodynamics Important properties and
their relationships The lowdown on solids, liquids, and gases How work and heat go
handin hand The cycles that power thermodynamic processes Chemical mixtures
and reactions Ten pioneers in thermodynamics Real-world applications of
thermodynamic laws and concepts Learn to: Master the concepts and principles of
thermodynamics Develop the problem-solving skills used by professionalengineers
Ace your thermodynamics course

Computing Fundamentals
My Kindle Fire HD is a one-stop guide on how to get the most out of this exciting
new tablet, as well as how to use the Kindle Fire HD to access content from
Amazon's cloud-based services. Readers will be able to tap into every feature of
this device, including some of the hidden ones and those with less obvious
functionality. The organized, task-based format will allow readers to quickly and
easily find the exact goal they want to accomplish, all in a delightfully concise and
visual manner. The Kindle Fire HD makes it easy for consumers to: * Read eBooks
from the Amazon Kindle store and from other sources. * Purchase and stream
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music and audio books. * Watch streaming movies and TV shows. * Read
magazines and newspapers. * Access thousands of applications in Amazon's
Android app store. * And much more..

Fire Tablets For Dummies
Your clear, compassionate guide to managing BPD — and living well Looking for
straightforward information on Borderline Personality Disorder? This easy-tounderstand guide helps those who have BPD develop strategies for breaking the
destructive cycle. This book also aids loved ones in accepting the disorder and
offering support. Inside you'll find authoritative details on the causes of BPD and
proven treatments, as well as advice on working with therapists, managing
symptoms, and enjoying a full life. Review the basics of BPD — discover the
symptoms of BPD and the related emotional problems, as well as the cultural,
biological, and psychological causes of the disease Understand what goes wrong —
explore impulsivity, emotional dysregulation, identity problems, relationship
conflicts, black-and-white thinking, and difficulties in perception; and identify the
areas where you may need help Make the choice to change — find the right care
provider, overcome common obstacles to change, set realistic goals, and improve
your physical and emotional state Evaluate treatments for BPD — learn about the
current treatments that really work and develop a plan for addressing the core
symptoms of BPD If someone you love has BPD — see how to identify triggers,
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handle emotional upheavals, set clear boundaries, and encourage your loved one
to seek therapy Open the book and find: The major characteristics of BPD Who gets
BPD — and why Recent treatment advances Illuminating case studies Strategies
for calming emotions and staying in control A discussion of medication options
Ways to stay healthy during treatment Tips for explaining BPD to others Help for
parents whose child exhibits symptoms Treatment options that work and those you
should avoid

Modern Computer Architecture and Organization
A no-nonsense, practical guide to current and future processor and computer
architectures, enabling you to design computer systems and develop better
software applications across a variety of domains Key Features Understand digital
circuitry with the help of transistors, logic gates, and sequential logic Examine the
architecture and instruction sets of x86, x64, ARM, and RISC-V processors Explore
the architecture of modern devices such as the iPhone X and high-performance
gaming PCs Book Description Are you a software developer, systems designer, or
computer architecture student looking for a methodical introduction to digital
device architectures but overwhelmed by their complexity? This book will help you
to learn how modern computer systems work, from the lowest level of transistor
switching to the macro view of collaborating multiprocessor servers. You'll gain
unique insights into the internal behavior of processors that execute the code
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developed in high-level languages and enable you to design more efficient and
scalable software systems. The book will teach you the fundamentals of computer
systems including transistors, logic gates, sequential logic, and instruction
operations. You will learn details of modern processor architectures and instruction
sets including x86, x64, ARM, and RISC-V. You will see how to implement a RISC-V
processor in a low-cost FPGA board and how to write a quantum computing
program and run it on an actual quantum computer. By the end of this book, you
will have a thorough understanding of modern processor and computer
architectures and the future directions these architectures are likely to take. What
you will learn Get to grips with transistor technology and digital circuit principles
Discover the functional elements of computer processors Understand pipelining
and superscalar execution Work with floating-point data formats Understand the
purpose and operation of the supervisor mode Implement a complete RISC-V
processor in a low-cost FPGA Explore the techniques used in virtual machine
implementation Write a quantum computing program and run it on a quantum
computer Who this book is for This book is for software developers, computer
engineering students, system designers, reverse engineers, and anyone looking to
understand the architecture and design principles underlying modern computer
systems from tiny embedded devices to warehouse-size cloud server farms. A
general understanding of computer processors is helpful but not required.

Amazon Web Services For Dummies
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Build your own blog, website, or portfolio withSquarespace Squarespace lets you
create visually rich web pages with anyconfiguration of text, images, or blocks you
wish, just by draggingand dropping. Even if you've been using earlier versions
ofSquarespace, the features in version 6 will amaze you - and bringyou straight to
this must-have guide for practical information! Ifyou're a do-it-yourself website
builder, get up to speed fast onall the next-generation Squarespace tools, including
cool newfeatures for mobile sites, SEO, social networks, and more. Brings you up to
speed on Squarespace 6 and its revolutionaryLayoutEngine tool for building
visually-rich web pages Deciphers the very latest features for page-building in
today'smarkets, including mobile, social media, and using SEO Delves into using
auto-publish for social networks, usingbuilt-in mobile websites, syncing with social
networks, gatheringreal-time statistics, managing your site from your smartphone
ormobile device, and much more Covers the essentials, such as using templates,
drag-and-dropimage uploads, image-editing with Aviary, and using Page Builder
tocreate, share, and reblog content Build awesome, professional websites for your
business in notime with Squarespace 6 For Dummies.

Hacking Wireless Networks For Dummies
Write a great script and get it into the hands of the Hollywood players! So you want
to be a screenwriter? Whether you want to write a feature film or a TV script or
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adapt your favorite book, this friendly guide gives you expert advice in everything
from creating your story and developing memorable characters to formatting your
script and selling it to the studios. You get savvy industry tips and strategies for
getting your screenplay noticed! The screenwriting process from A to Z -- from
developing a concept and thinking visually to plotline, conflicts, pacing, and the
conclusion Craft living, breathing characters -- from creating the backstory to
letting your characters speak to balancing dialogue with action Turn your story into
a script -- from developing an outline and getting over writer's block to formatting
your screenplay and handling rewrites Prepare for Hollywood -- from understanding
the players and setting your expectations to polishing your copy and protecting
your work Sell your script to the industry -- from preparing your pitch and finding
an agent to meeting with executives and making a deal Open the book and find:
The latest on the biz, from entertainment blogs to top agents to box office jargon
New story examples from recently released films Tips on character development, a
story's time clock, dramatic structure, and dialogue New details on developing the
nontraditional screenplay -- from musicals to animation to high dramatic style
Expanded information on adaptation and collaboration, with examples from
successful screenwriting duos

Practical Mobile Forensics
The cryptic crossword world.explained Cryptic crosswords have emerged as one of
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today's most popular brainteasers, and Solving Cryptic Crosswords For Dummies is
the one-stop resource for becoming a puzzle pro.

Solving Cryptic Crosswords For Dummies
The absolute beginner's guide to learning basic computer skills Computing
Fundamentals, Introduction to Computers gets you up to speed on basic computing
skills, showing you everything you need to know to conquer entry-level computing
courses. Written by a Microsoft Office Master Instructor, this useful guide walks you
step-by-step through the most important concepts and skills you need to be
proficient on the computer, using nontechnical, easy-to-understand language.
You'll start at the very beginning, getting acquainted with the actual, physical
machine, then progress through the most common software at your own pace.
You'll learn how to navigate Windows 8.1, how to access and get around on the
Internet, and how to stay connected with email. Clear instruction guides you
through Microsoft Office 2013, helping you create documents in Word,
spreadsheets in Excel, and presentations in PowerPoint. You'll even learn how to
keep your information secure with special guidance on security and privacy. Maybe
you're preparing for a compulsory computing course, brushing up for a new job, or
just curious about how a computer can make your life easier. If you're an absolute
beginner, this is your complete guide to learning the essential skills you need:
Understand the basics of how your computer works Learn your way around
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Windows 8.1 Create documents, spreadsheets, and presentations Send email, surf
the Web, and keep your data secure With clear explanations and step-by-step
instruction, Computing Fundamentals, Introduction to Computers will have you up
and running in no time.

Squarespace 6 For Dummies
Join the photographers who turn to the For Dummies series for useful guidance
Nikon D780 For Dummies provides Nikon D780 users and owners with in-depth
knowledge and practical advice about how to get great shots with their powerful
camera. Written by professional photographer Doug Sahlin, this book gives quick
and convenient answers to Nikon D780 users’ most frequent and pressing
questions. Nikon D780 For Dummies covers the topics you’ll need to get started
with your new D780 camera. The book includes clear guidance on topics like: ·
Exploring the Nikon D780 body · Getting to know the settings options · Seeing
results from auto modes · Taking control of exposure · Looking into lens options ·
Using the flash effectively Written in the straightforward and pragmatic style
known and loved by For Dummies readers around the world, Nikon D780 For
Dummies is perfect for people just starting out with digital SLR photography as well
as those who know their way around a camera.
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2019 / 2020 ASVAB For Dummies with Online Practice
The Basic Computing Skills You Need to Enhance Your AcademicEducation
Computing Fundamentals provides students with the basiccomputing skills needed
to get the most from their educationalendeavors, regardless of field of study.
Written by MicrosoftOffice Master Instructor Faithe Wempen, this detailed
resourcehelps you develop a strong understanding of how computers work andhow
they affect our society. In addition to helping you masteressential computing tasks
such as working with operating systems,applications, and the Internet, this book
also provides you withall the knowledge you need for computing basics. Learn the
types of computer hardware and how they worktogether Understand operating
systems and application software Get a complete introduction to Windows® 7
Learn the basics of Microsoft® Officeapplications Understand the essential
technologies behind networking, theInternet, and the web Learn how to protect
your online privacy and security Explore legal, ethical, and health issues of
computing Each chapter includes a summary, list of key terms, and
samplequestions to help you master basic computer skills.

Slack For Dummies
Top WordPress guide, now fully updated for the latest WordPress release! This
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updated new edition comprises one of the largest collections of practical
intermediate to advanced information on WordPress. Fully updated for the latest
WordPress release, this in-depth book covers it all, from setting up your software to
publishing your site, using SEO and social media, developing and using plug-ins,
running multiple sites with WordPress, and more. Veteran author Lisa Sabin-Wilson
is a top authority on WordPress, and she and her co-authors pack this book with
essential and easy-to-follow tips, techniques, and advice. Presents straightforward
and easy-to-understand intermediate to advanced coverage of the WordPress, the
most popular blog software in use today Features eight minibooks that cover what
you need to know in depth, including WordPress basics, setting up the software,
exploring the dashboard, publishing your site with WordPress, using SEO and social
media, customizing the look of your site, using plug-ins, and running multiple sites
with WordPress Covers the very latest release of WordPress Get up to speed on
WordPress with WordPress All-in-One For Dummies, 2nd Edition, and turn your
hobby into a business!

Ferrets For Dummies
Thinking about getting a ferret? Want to make sure you’re giving the ferret you
already have the best possible care? Ferrets For Dummies helps you decide
whether a ferret is for you and give your little fellah a healthy, happy home. It’s
packed with practical information on feeding, housing, health maintenance, and
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medical care. This friendly, plain-English guide gives you the authoritative
information you need in a cut-to-the-chase, quick-reference format. You’ll find the
latest on appropriate diets for ferrets, dental hygiene, common ferret diseases and
infections, and designing and establishing an enjoyable and enriching environment
for both your ferret and yourself. You’ll also get solid tips about how to get to know
your ferret and introduce it to other family members and how and when to give
your ferret and his cage a good cleaning. Discover how to: Choose the perfect
ferret Ferret-proof your house Handle ferret first-aid Make foods your ferret will
love Deal with behavior issues Select terrific ferret toys Interpret your ferret’s
actions Find the best vet for your ferret Travel with your ferret Make sure your little
friend doesn’t get bored Decide whether to breed your ferret Complete with helpful
lists of ferret myths and misconceptions as well as recipes for meals your ferret will
gobble up, Ferrets For Dummies is the resource you need to keep your ferret
happy and healthy for years to come.

Practical Mobile Forensics
Kick start your journey into computing and prepare for your IC3certification With
this essential course book you'll be sending e-mails,surfing the web and
understanding the basics of computing in notime. Written by Faithe Wempen, a
Microsoft Office MasterInstructor and author of more than 120 books, this complete
guideto the basics has been tailored to provide comprehensiveinstruction on the
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full range of entry-level computing skills. Itis a must for students looking to move
into almost any profession,as entry-level computing courses have become a
compulsoryrequirement in the modern world. This great resource brings readers up
to speed on computingbasics, and helps them achieve competency on a computer
quickly andeasily. The book covers everything from computer hardware
andsoftware to the underlying functionality of a computer, and helpsreaders gain
the skills and knowledge they need to move forward intheir careers, or to
successfully prepare for the IC3 Exam. Learn about computer hardware, software
and other basicfunctions Get a full introduction to Windows and Microsoft Office
Create polished documents and presentations in Microsoft Excel,PowerPoint and
Word 2010 Gain an understanding of web basics, connectivity, security andprivacy
Written especially for students and those interested in learningmore about
computing, the book includes bonus questions, PowerPointslides and bonus tasks
to help put new skills into practiceimmediately.

Mandolin Exercises For Dummies
The essential beginner's guide to the UK's most popular new tablet Hudl For
Dummies is the indispensible guide to Tesco's highly successful Android tablet.
With hands-on instruction tailored to the entry-level user, this book provides expert
guidance in clear, concise language to help you get the most out of this great new
device. Seasoned technology author Rosie Hattersley walks you through each step,
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from opening the box to setting up e-mail, accessing Blinkbox, shopping online and
more. Even if you're a newcomer to tablet technology, this book will have you up
and running in a flash! By utilizing groundbreaking technology, it's no wonder
analysts expect the Hudl to become the UK's leading tablet. While the device itself
is intuitive, the Hudl's infinite possibilities can be a bit of a mystery to new users.
Hudl For Dummies is the definitive guide to the device, helping you access the full
capabilities of your new tablet. Gain a complete understanding of how to get up
and running with the Tesco Hudl Download and launch apps with your new tablet
to make it a workhorse or an entertainment system Discover how to access the
Internet, e-mail, films, music and books Shop online with your new device and find
out how to buy Hudl accessories An entire chapter on troubleshooting allows you to
bypass the repair shop for minor issues, and gives you the confidence to adjust
settings and preferences without the worry of messing something up. Whether
you're transitioning to the Hudl from another tablet, or are new to tablets entirely,
Hudl For Dummies will take you from a new user to full-fledged Hudl devotee.
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